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How I Met My Scary Friend



As we were getting ready for the Noun Noun I was so jumpy. I thought it wouldn't be scary at

all, that is until I got there. All of us were standing outside of the Adjective building waiting to be

freaked out. Adverb for me my scaring time came a little bit earlier. There was this guy in a

Adjective cloak moving his chain around already taunting me. My legs were shaking and my stomach

was turning, I knew this wouldn't turn out good. When we finally went inside to listen to all of the directions,

that guy in the cloack was creeped down Adverb coming torwards me while he smoothly moved his

Noun on the floor, I was scared out of my mind! Out of nowhere there was a huge smack about 2 inches

away from my feet and I saw it was him so I rushed into the rest of the house.

I felt like I was in another world where it was pitch black like the sky at night. I was waiting for something or

someone to come up by me. I was scared to feel around and find my way through the house because I might end

up touching them. While I was thinking about that I decided to gentally Verb - Base Form my hands on

Noun - Person arm so I wouldn't have to find my way by myself. Then we heard a terrifying

Verb - Base Form and that gave us chills down our spines. Right after that we heard a Adjective

rumble sound, which was most likely to be a chainsaw. I was thinking to myself, should I keep going or should I

risk myself of having a major heart attack. I didn't think I could make it so I dashed out of there and never

decided too look back or go back. When we were getting ready to leave I believed that the guy in the cloack

thought it would be funny to come close up to my face, swing his chain, and breathe very hard.

Interjection ! How I wish to Verb - Base Form back there and see my best friend, the guy in the black

cloack
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